The application listed below have been found, upon initial review, to be acceptable for filing. The Commission reserves the right to return any of the applications if, upon further examination, it is determined the application is not in conformance with the Commission's rules or its policies. Consideration of each satellite application in this Public Notice may depend on the Commission's action on another satellite application earlier in the queue. Petitions, oppositions and other pleadings filed in response to this notice should conform to Section 25.154 of the Commission's rules, unless otherwise noted. 47 C.F.R. § 25.154.

SAT-AMD-20150420-00027  E  S2103  ORBCOMM License Corp.
Date Filed: 04/20/2015 15:29:50:36600
Amendment

ORBCOMM License Corp. has filed a fourth amendment to its pending application to modify its authorization for a Non-Voice, Non-Geostationary Mobile-Satellite Service (Little LEO) system. See IBFS File No. SAT-MOD-20111021-00207. In this amendment, ORBCOMM requests authority to operate an additional 50 kHz feeder downlink channel centered at 137.4 MHz with all satellites in the ORBCOMM system, including in-orbit satellites as well as the ORBCOMM Generation 2 satellites that are not yet launched.

SAT-MOD-20150430-00032  E  S2380  Intelsat License LLC
Date Filed: 04/30/2015 17:04:32:23300
Modification

Intelsat License LLC requests authority to extend the license term for the Intelsat 9 space station through July 31, 2017. Intelsat 9 provides Fixed-Satellite Service at the 43.1° W.L. orbital location in the 3700-4200 MHz (space-to-Earth), 5925-6425 MHz (Earth-to-space), 11.45-11.7 GHz (space-to-Earth), 11.7-12.2 GHz (space-to-Earth), and the 14.0-14.5 GHz (Earth-to-space) frequency bands. Intelsat is also authorized to conduct telemetry, tracking, and command functions necessary to maintain the Intelsat 9 space station at the 43.1° W.L. orbital location using the following center frequencies: 11.7005 GHz (space-to-Earth), 11.7025 GHz (space-to-Earth), 14.4945 GHz (Earth-to-space), and 14.0005 GHz (Earth-to-space).

For more information concerning this Notice, contact the Satellite Division at 202-418-0719; TTY 1-888-835-5322.